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Philosophy 214/414
Logical Methods in Philosophy
Spring 2008

Homework Assignment #8
Due Wednesday, March 19, 2008

I.  Validity  Show that all instances of the following schemas are valid with respect to any class
of standard models.

1.  ~(övø) 6 (~öv~ø)

II.  Validity in Restricted Classes of Models  Show that all instances of the following schemas
are valid with respect to the corresponding class of standard models.

2. D.  ~ö6�ö serial
3. T.  ~ö6ö reflexive
4. 4.  ~ö6~~ö transitive

III.  Invalidity

5. Let C be the class of all standard models.  Prove that it is not the case that for all wffs ö,

CÖ  ~ö6�ö.
(In other words, show that at least one instance of D is invalid in the class of all standard
models.  You will need to choose an instance of D; describe a standard model; and show
that your chosen instance is false at some world in that model.)

6. Let RS be the class of reflexive, symmetric standard models.  Prove that it is not the case

RSthat for all wffs ö, Ö  ~ö6~~ö.
(In other words, show that at least one instance of 4 is invalid in the class of reflexive
symmetric standard models.  You will need to choose an instance of 4; describe a
standard model in which R is reflexive and symmetric; point out that R is reflexive and
symmetric; and show that your chosen instance is false at some world in your chosen
model.)

Assignment continues on the next page . . .
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IV.  Theorems of Various Systems Prove the following.  You may use any theorem of PL as a
line, and you may use the inference rule PL.  You may also use the inference rules RM, RE, and
RR (see HW#7), because these inference rules can be derived in all normal systems of modal
logic.  Do not use the inference rules listed for NDS5.  Remember that proofs in our modal logic
systems use only direct derivation (do not use conditional derivation).

D7. | �öw�-ö

D8. | -(~öv~-ö)

KT9. | ~ö6�~ö
Hint:  you might want to review your proof of ö6�ö in your notes or homework.

KT410. | ~(ö6ø)6~(~ö6~ø)

KTB11. | ~(�ö6ø)6(ö6~ø)
Hint:  It might be helpful to keep the following fact about modal systems in mind.  If

S S S| ö6(ø6÷), and | á6ø, then it follows by PL that | ö6(á6÷).
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